
How often are you performing trainings on secure
use of collaboration tools?

n= 155

How to foster success with your technology
and your teams in a remote environment

How is your technology risk team evolving with the COVID-19 
situation to deliver new value and impact?

Have you performed a detailed risk and architecture assessment
before deploying new collaboration tools in production?

How have your company’s technology risk personnel have been most
impacted by COVID-19?

n= 151

n= 160

n= 157

What is top of mind for risk management professionals regarding
the virtual workspace in the wake of COVID-19?

We polled over 150 risk management
professionals, and here is what we discovered...
Data was gathered from responses to polling questions posed during our "Road to New
Reality: How to foster success with your technology and your teams in a remote
environment" webcast, held on May 12, 2020. 
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25%
22%

21%

Collaborative teaming
within the function or with
other company functions
unlike ever before

32%

Disruption to day to day
work tasks (traditional, new,
or emerging duties)

Access to key resources and
teammates necessary to perform work

30%15%

Clarity around personnel goals/objectives,
performance levels, and career paths

11%

Personal skills development
opportunities and experiences

11%

Risk advisor to technology or
business function response efforts

Detailed security assessment and
testing was performed, secure
baseline was defined and enforced

A training has not been developed,
but users were informed through
other means (i.e.: emails, internal
portal information, etc.)

This is included in the yearly
mandatory IT training and
awareness exercise

Light or no security
assessment was done

Security was involved, but in
the interest of time we cut
some corners

A separate mandatory training
has been developed and rolled out

Security was not required since
we limit the functionality of the
collaboration platform to the
bare minimum

There are no trainings or
awareness campaigns for
secure use of our
collaboration tools

Integrated team member
who “co-solutions” with the
technology or business
functions

Implementation assurance
provider providing risk
observations along the way

Redeployment of technology risk 
personnel resources (skills and 
capacity) to other functions

All of these options

None of these options


